[Therapy escalation for the potential organ donor : Are all intensive care measures also ethically justifiable?]
The gap between the number of organs needed and the number available has dramatically increased in Germany in the last decade-for intensivists and transplantation specialists, it is challenging to cover the demand responsibly. It is therefore increasingly important to identify potential organ donors in order to realize organ donation. An escalation of intensive care measures is often required, which raises critical ethical questions. In Germany, organ donation is only allowed after brain death with prior informed consent from the deceased or his/her relatives. Determining the willingness of the potential organ donor and adapting the subsequent intensive care to it requires experience and empathy. Therapy escalation for the realization of organ donation is not opposed to the basic ethical principles of medicine, but remains an individual decision. A time limitation of this last intensive therapy phase to achieve optimal conditions for transplantation should be discussed with the relatives and adapted to the medical requirements. This article would like to highlight ethical questions that are relevant in the context of therapy escalation of potential organ donors and, thus, support the decision-making process.